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Using
Excel
and VBA
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1. Enter the ship descriptive name into the eld.
2. Enter the ship type code into the eld.
3. Click to reset design worksheet. Includes BUILD and TURRETS worksheets.
4. Click to reset ship tonnage to 0.
5. Click any tonnage eld to activate that tonnage. Tonnages are additive, on or off.
6. Click to set standard design to Yes or No.
7. Click to switch between 8 week (1% charge) and 4 week (1.5% charge) Architect plans.
8. Enter standard design discount, 10% to 40%.
9. Click None or A to Z for Jump, Maneuver, and Power Plant.
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10. Enter number of months of fuel for power plant and maneuver drive.
11. Enter number of jumps the ship can make before refueling is required.
12. No input required, bridge tonnage and cost is a function of the ship’s overall tonnage.
Overall Note. All the information entered into the BUILD or TURRET worksheets is used to
generate the output of the QUICKINFO and SOFTWARE worksheets. The information on both
the QUICKINFO and SOFTWARE sheets is dynamically updated each time those sheets are opened
or activated.

CAUTION. Save your worksheets under a different name when you decide to design a new ship.
That way you won’t mess up the original blank le if you care about that. Technically you can reset
any sheet to the blank state if you want to but creating a newfolder for designs will also make it less
confusing when you want to track down your designs.
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13. Click to select the Model/computer installed on the ship.
14. Click individual software programs as desired. They will be noted as shown below.

Software worksheet
populated from Step
5 above.
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All elds are automatically marked and
no input is required.
It’s a visual aid.
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15. Routine programs purchased from BUILD worksheet as shown above in step 14.
16. Defensive programs purchased from BUILD worksheet as shown above in step 14.
17. Offensive programs purchased from BUILD worksheet as shown above in step 14.
NOTE: The Differentiate program is used with Morse Hyper technology and can be ignored
if that technology is not in use in your game.
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18. Enter number of each item to be tted to the ship. Morse Hyper is a special technology to
the Andromeda Long Night 2 setting. For that system numbers after the “/” is the TL required to
t that system to the ship.
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19. Enter number of systems to be tted.
20. Enter missiles and sand cannisters to be
carried on the ship.
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21. Basic check routine to show if correct
number of turrets instralled in turret grid.
22. Same as 21, but for weapons.
23. Click to clear turrets and weapons from
greyed out part of the turret grid.
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Turret
Grid

Turret
Grid
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24. Click to clear turrets and weapons from
entire turret grid.
NOTE: You can select the turret grid and
just delete the entries you don’t like, 23 and
24 are a convenience.
25. Enter the letter code for the turret (S,
D, or T) under “T”. Enter the number of
weapons for that speci c turret under PL, BL,
MR, or SC. S (Single) turrets can have one
weapon, D (Double) turrets can have two
weapons, and T (Triple) turrets can have
three weapons installed.
26. The greyed out section of the turret grid
should not have any turrets or weapons.
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27. Enter number of weeks of extra fuel for the ships small craft. Smaller vehicles are not included in
this reserve.

28. Enter tons of fuel in the general ship’s reserve. This will be multiplied by it’s matching number of
weeks in 27.

29. Enter the number of crewmembers speci cally allocated to operate vehicles and small craft. For
vehicles (V note to the left of 29’s column.) this is strictly by personal preference. For small craft,
there is a general minimum speci cation, but this is also still by personal preference and may be
covered in step 11. The values entered here WILL show up in step 11 as “Dedicated V/SC Pilot.”

30. Enter the number of vehicles, small craft, and cutter modules to be embarked in the ship. To
reduce confusion, the Cutter only adds 20 tons per cutter. It is assumed that at least one module per
cutter will also be purchased on the worksheet. “Provision for future modules” is a special 0-cost
placeholder item and allows the ship owner to set aside space for future acquisitions.

31. Enter the amount of fuel required per 4 weeks by the ship’s small craft. The default values are
taken from source material and will not generally need to be altered.

32. This is the running total for tonnage remaining as well as the total cost of the ship. It appears
elsewhere as one moves up and down the sheet and is usually left out of the other screenshots due
to the width of the total screenshot.
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33. Enter the tonnage set aside for cargo. The designer may have several separate cargo bays if they
wish.
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34. Click to switch from streamlining to no streamlining for the ship.
35. Click to turn on whether Luxury Staterooms are calculated in the passenger double occupancy
gure. For the times when the Nobles aboard don’t want peasants soiling their air space.
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36. Enter the number of crew to ll the position.
37. These two elds are updated from the vehicles section of the sheet and do not require any
values to be entered by the designer. They are also blue to note they are calculated elsewhere.
38. Enter the number of passengers that can be accommodated by class. This is broken down top
to bottom as Luxury H/M, Standard H/M, Economy H/M, and Low.
39. Enter the minimum number of troops that will be carried by this ship. This is purely the designers
preference or by the applicable military/mercenary spec.

40. Enter the number of crew that may be added in future designs. Again, designer preference.
41. For each type of stateroom enter the number by crew position. S=Standard (1 person per room),
D=Double (2 persons per room), LUX=Luxury (1 person per 2 rooms). LOW=Low Berth (1 person per
berth). Example: S=1, D=2, LUX=1, and LOW=2 would indicate a total of 4 Staterooms and 2 Low
Berths would be needed. The “Need” eld will show the correct numbers.
42. As noted in 41, enter the number of Low Berths the ship requires for that crew position.
43. Enter the number of staterooms desired and/or as indicated by the “Need” eld to the left.
44. Enter the number of low berths desired and/or as indicated by the “Need” eld to the left.

NOTE. This section doesn’t actually install rooms/berths, those are purchased in step 6.
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